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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper rings are all commutative and have 1, and 2 as a unit. 
Defering to Mcdonald and Hershberger [ 6 I? we say that a ring R is full (full 
of units) if (a. b, c) = R ensures the existence of an element w with 
a+bw+cw2=unit, 
where (a? b, cj denotes the ideal in R generated by a, b, C. We see in j6j that 
semilocai rings and von Neumann regular rings are full, and any 
commutative ring is a subring of a full ring. Further the quotient ring of a 
full ring by a proper ideal is also a full ring. 
If a ring R has the property that a2 = 1 implies a = f 1 for ra in R, lhen we 
say that R is connected. This condition of connected ring is equivalent lo 
that idempotents are trivial. 
Mcdonald and Herschberger have proved in Theorem 4.8 in [6] that if 
2, 3 are units in a full ring R and R is connected, then EO(V) = Q(V) = 
[C?(V). kQ(V)], where EO(V) is the Eichler subgroup and .0(V) is tb.e 
commutator subgroup of the orthogonal group O(V). In this paper we shall 
show that in the above statement the condition “R is connected” car. be 
dropped (see Theorem 4.2). 
0n the other hand, James has classified in [ 513 using methods based on 
Eichler, the subgroups of an orthogonal group normalized by the 
commutator subgroup, for a nonsingular quadratic form over a iocal ring 
with the hyperbolic rank at least one. We shall show that his res.u!ts hold 
over full rings with some restriction, which is our main result. 
For each ideal A of R we shall define 2 congruence subgroup O(V, A) and 
a mixed commutator subgroup Q( V, A) = [O(Q O(VT A)]. By Theorem. 3.2 
we give a see of generators of 0( V. rd) and by Theorem 4.2 we show 
E(A)=R(V,A)= [Ll(V)3,L?(k’.A)j, 
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where E(A) denotes the Eichler subgroup of O(V). If A = R, then we write E 
for E(A). Finally by Theorem 5.5, we shall prove the main results: 
Let 2, 3,5 be units and r(V) > 7 where r(V) = rank V. If N is a subgroup 
of O(v) normaiized by Q(V), then 
Q(KA) sNEP(KA), 
where A is the largest ideal such that Q(V, A) G N and 
~(V,~)={yl~W’-ll [~,ElcW)j. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let R be a full ring with identity 1 and a unit 2. Let V be a free R-module 
of finite rank r-(V) 2 3 and q: V-+ R a quadratic form defined on V whose 
associated bilinear form B(x, JJ) = q(x + y) - q(x) - q(u) is nonsingular, that 
is, V and its dual Hom.(V, R) are isomorphic under the correspondence 
x t+ B(x, ). We assume also that the hyperbolic rank of B is at least one. 
From now on we write xy for B(x, y). O(v) denotes the orthogonal group of 
V and Q(V) the commutator subgroup of O(v). Since we assume that the 
bilinear form V x V+ R has hyperbolic rank at least one, there exists an 
orthogonal splitting V= H I L, where H and L are free direct summands of 
V with HL = 0 (apply Lemma 3.1 in [6]), furthermore H = Ru @ Rv is a 
hyperbolic plane with q(u) = q(u) = 0 and uv = 1. An element in O(v) is 
called an isometry on V. 
We now determine a set of generators for the orthogonal group O(V). 
Define an isometry d E O(V) by d(u) = v, d(v) = u and d(s) =x for x EL. 
For each unit E E R, define Q(E) E O(V) by @(E)(U) = EU, @(E)(V) = E -‘z’ 
and @(E)(X) =x for x E L. Finally, for x E L, we define E(u, x) and E(v, x) 
in O(v) by 
E(u, x)(z) = z - uz~x+xz~u-q(x)~uz~u, z E v, 
and a similar expression for E(u, x). The following relations between these 
isometries are well known and may be easily verified 
A@(&)A-’ = a(&-‘), (1) 
AE(u, x) A -’ = E(v, x), (2) 
O(E) E(u, x) @(& - ‘) = E(u, EX), (3) 
C@(E) E(v, x) @(E -‘) = E(v, e-lx), (4) 
E(u, Xl) qu, x2) = E(u, x, + x,), (5) 
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Also, for B E U(V) with 0(u) = u and e(v) = u, 
equ, x) e-l = E(u, e(x)). (6) 
LEMMA 2.1. If R = (a, b, ,..., b,, c, ,..., c,), then there exist wI ,..., o,, in 
R with a + b, clir + ..a + b,u, + c, c$ + ... + c,oi = unit. 
Proof See Lemma 2.1 in [6]. 
LEMMA 2.2. L has an orthogonal base x1 ,..., x, with units {xf ,.... x:1, 
where n = r(V) - 2. (We Jix the base {xi}.) 
Proof. See Theorem 3.2 in 161. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let x=au+ bti + z for a, bER and z E L. If x is 
unimodular, i.e., XV= R, then there exists s E L such that E(u, sj .Y = 
a’zc + bv + w with a’ a unit and w EL. 
ProojY Since x is unimodular, we can take 1” E ii and 4’ E L such that 
x(y’ + y) = unit. Write z = C cixi and y = C d,xi. Then we have 
R = (a, b, z-v) = (a, b, {ci d,xf }j. Hence R = (a, {bAj}, (ciiuij) for any units 
ii\ and {pi]. Qn the other hand, for any s = x coixi in L, Jye can write 
E(u, s) x = a’u + bt! + W, 
where a’ = a + jJ cioixf - 2 -‘(C c$x:) b and 11’ EL. Therefore by 
Lemma 2.1 there exist {oi} such that a’ is a unit. QED. 
3. GENERATION OF O(V, A). 
By Lemma 2.2 we can choose dual bases X, ,.,., x, and ?!I ,.... J,, for L, 
where yi = (xi)-’ xi, and we fix them. Let I denote the identity transfor- 
mation on V. 
LEMMA 3.1. If 2 is a unit and r(V) > 3, then the -center qf O(V) is 
(aI/aER anda’= I}. 
Proox In the proof of Lemma 1 of [.5] take E = 2 and write v = a. 
Let .4 be an ideal of R. Then we know R/A is also a full ring by 
Proposition 2.6 in [6] and the natural homomorphism R -+ R/A induces a 
group homomorphism from O(V) into an orthogonal group U(VA) over R/A 
(for A f R). Denote by 0( V, A) the kernel of this homomorphism i.e.. 
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Let E be the subgroup of O(V) generated by the isometries E(u, x) and 
E(v, y), where x, y E L. For an ideal A of R, let E(A) denote the subgroup of 
O(V,A) generated by isometries of the form 19E(u, x) 15-l and BE(v, y) 8-l, 
whereBEEandx,yEL withxLcA andyLcA. 
Let V= Rx I M, x E V. Then for a E R with a2 = 1 the linear transfor- 
mation 7: defined by 7"s = ax and 7: = I on M is an isometry on V. This 
isometry is called a symmetry with respect o M. If a = -1, then we write 7, 
for 7:, which is given by the formula 
7xw=w-.xw.q(x)-1 ax, w E v. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A be an ideal of R. Then O(V,A) is generated by 
{~(&)I&=unitarzd&r1modA},{z~,Ig2=1andg~1modA}andE(A). 
Prooj Let 9 E O(V, A). Then q~ s I mod A. Assume for some integer m 
with 1 ,< m < n that p(xi) = xi, 1 < i < m - 1 (xi, yj giving the dual bases of 
L). Let 
cpx, = a’u + b’v + z’, 
where a’, b’ E A and z’ EL. Hence z’~x,modA, since o=ImodA. 
Furthermore z’ E I;=, Rxi, because for 1 < i < m - 1 we have 0 = xix, = 
xi qw, = xiz’. . Therefore, by Lemma 2.3, after a transformation of qx,,, by a 
suitable transvection E(u, s) with s E II=+, Rxi, we may assume 
E(u, s) px, = au + b’v + z, 
where a is a unit and z E I;=,, Rxi with z’ s z mod A. Note b’ E -4 and 
a=x,smodA. Then 
E(u, -s) E(u, (x,s -a) y,) E(v, a-‘(~ -x,)) E(u, s)qx, =x, 
and the transvections above are all the given isometries. Furthermore they fix 
x1 ,..., x,-, . Therefore, by induction on m, we may assume q~ fixes x1 ,..., x,. 
Let 
cpu = a’u + bv, 
where a’ K 1 mod A and b EA. For c in R, write 
E(u, CX,) vu = au + bv - bcx, . 
Then by Lemma 2.3 we can choose c such that a is a unit with a s 1 mod A. 
Put 
y/ = @(a-‘) E(u, -cxl) E(v, -a-‘bcx,) E(u, cx,). 
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Then ~&r is a product of the given isometries, and vq~ fixes U, s2 lal., x, (use 
(au +SL’)’ = 0 implies f = 0). Write 
where d, e E A. Then E(u, ex,) wq~ fixes U, v, x2 ,~.., x,. Therefore I?(%, e-xi! WV, 
is a symmetry rt, with g’ = 1. Since u, = I,Y E E(u, e.xl> ZE I mod A: we have 
r”,, = I mod A. Hence g E 1 mod A. This gives us the theorem. Q.E.D. 
4. R(V,A) AND f?(F!) 
LEMMA 4.1. Let a, b E R and x E L be such that c = L - abq(xj is a 
unit. Then 
E(tl, ax) E(u, bx) = E(u, bc-‘x) E(v, acx) @(c-“Jo 
Proof. It can easily be verified by checking the images of U. u and !: E L. 
Q.E.D. 
For an ideal A of R, we define the mixed commutator subgroup with 
respect to A as SZ(V,A)= [O(V),O(V,A)]. Then G(V,A)G O(V,A). VVe 
note that if N is a subgroup of O(v) such that 
for some ideal A, then N is normalized by Q(V? A). 
The following is a generalization of Theorem 2 in [5] and Theorem 4.8 ir, 
[6]. But our proof is a little shorter than that of Theorem 2 of [5]. ‘This is 
because we have used rpX, for A in Theorem 3.2. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let A be an ideal of R. We assume 2 arzd 3 are mits. 
Then, 
E(A) = [E, E(A)] = R(V,A). 
ProuJ: By the definition of the mixed commutator subgroup Q(V, A;!. 
-Q(K A) 2 f=C E(A)] is clear. Next, let x E L with XL c A. Then 
E(z& x) = Q(4) E(u, 3 - lx) @(4 -1) E(u, -3 -~ lx) = [@J(4)? E(u, 3 - ‘sj j 
is in [E, E(A)], since G(4) E E(v) by Lemma 4.1. Therefore 
E(d4) c [E, E(A)]. 
We shall now show I?(V, A) c E(rl). F corn Theorem 3.2 and relations 
(1 j(4), we know that any element u, E O(V5 A j can be expressed in the form 
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where c=unit with .srlmodA, a2=1 and a=lmodA, and wEE(A). 
Similarly, an element 0 E O(v) can be expressed in the form 
@=Qw7)x 
where q = unit, b2 = 1 and x E E. Now 
where Y, = @(E)(v@(E-‘) E E(A), vz = Q(q) !Py, @(q-l) E E(A), x1 = 
@(~)@(a-‘) E E and xZ = @(c)xi @(e-l) E E. 
Note that E = a G b 3 1 mod A. Therefore, using (z$~ ~~,)(T$x;~T$') E 
E(A), we have [e, ~1 E E(A). Thus E(A) 2 B(VA), which completes our 
proof. Q.E.D. 
5. SUBGROUPS OF O(V) NORMALIZED BYQ(V). 
LEMMA 5.1. Lei 2 be a unit and p E O(V). Then there exists y E Q(V) 
such that 
‘WV/-’ = E@, x> E(v, Y> Q(E) ‘A 
where x, y E L, E is a unit and 0 fixes u and v. 
Prooj By Lemma 2.3 we can take E(v, s) such that E(v, s) q(v) = 
au + bv + z, where b is a unit and z EL. Then the proof of Lemma 3(i) in 
[5] is still valid for the full ring without changes; namely, we can express 
E(v, s) v, = E(u, x) E(v, y) Q(E) f?. From this we have the desired equation. 
(Note E = Q(V) by Theorem 4.2.) Q.E.D. 
Throughout this section N denotes a subgroup of O(V) normalized by 
n(v). Instead of the assumption of Lemma 4 of [5] that [A : ++z] # 2,3,4,5 
or 9 for a local ring A with the maximal ideal *z, we set the assumption that 
2, 3, 5 are units in the full ring A, then we can generalize Lemma 4 in [S] to 
a full ring. The idea is as follows: 
Let E(u, cx) be contained in N with a unit c. Then, if there exists a 
unit d such that d2 - (2~)~’ is a unit, E(u, x) is also in N because we 
have c-’ = -(d- (2cd)~-‘)’ + d2 + (2cd)-*, and by Lemma 4.1 and 
Theorem 4.2, @(e2) E D(V) for any unit E. From here, putting 
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&, = d - @cd)-', E? = d and Ed = 2cd, then E(u, X) = E(U, (--E: + 
E; + ES) c-x) = j-Ji q&f) E(u, icx) @(&i2) EN. 
LEMMA 5.2. Assume 2, 3 and 5 are units of R. Let 
9 = E(u, x) E(v, u) Q(E) 0 
lie in N, tvhere 0 leaues u and vJxed. Then E(u, x) and E(c,~r) belong to N. 
Prooj Since Q(4) = [Q(2), d] is in s2( v), we have 
[lp, Q(4)] = E(u, xj E(v, 3 * 4 ‘y) E(u, -4x) 
in N. Hence E(u, -3x) E(v, 3 . 4-‘y) lies in N. Put E, = E(u, -3x) and 
E,=E(v, 3 . 4-‘y). Since E,E, E N, we have E~E~=EIE,E,(E,Ez) 
E;‘(E,E,) E;‘(E,E,) E;‘(E,E2) E N. Hence Q(4) E$?$@(4p’) = 
E(u, -48x) E, EN and, therefore, also E(u, 45x) belongs to N. Here, if we 
note that 45=3’.5, 1’-(2.3)-1=5.2-L.3-1=unit and I’- 
(2~5)p”=32.2-1.5-1=unit, we see E(u,x)EN, By the same way 
E(u, y) E N. QED. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let x, y E V bvith q(x) and q(y) units. Then the hr’o 
isometrics @(q(x) q(y)) rXzy and @(-q(x)) AT,~ are in. the commutator 
subgroup Q( Vj’. 
Proof. See Lemma 5 in [ 51. 
By excluding the case r(V) = 5, 6, we can extend Lemma 6 in (5 ] to the 
full ring as follows. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let 2, 3 be units. Assume r(V) > 7. If Eju. z) is in N, ther! 
.Q(Vg zV) c N. 
Proof. By L,emma 2.2, L has an orthogonal base {x:,..., x,1. Put 
yi = (xi) - ’ si ) i.e., { yil is a dual base of {xi}~ Let z = x1=1 a+, = 
x1= I bi yi. Take .‘c,y EL with B(x, 4’) = 1 and q(x), q(y) units. Put 
e = q(x) q(y). Then by Lemma 5.3 and the identity 
Et,r,.Z-&r,.r,Z=J’Z ‘x-xz ‘J’ 
we have 
E(u,yzmx-xzsy)EN. (7) 
Take now x =si and Y=J?) +4pj + oyk, where i #j, j# k, k + i. 
I,< i, j, k < n and w E A is chosen such that q(y) is a unit. In fact such ~cl 
exists, since -4 is a full ring. Then E(u, (ai + oak.) xi - bi( yJ; + o~y,)) is i”l N 
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(note aixi - bi yi = 0. Next in (7) take z = (uj + oak) xi - bi( yj + oy,J, 
x=x,and~~=~~~+cxj+~yy[whereh,I~{i,j,k),h#Z,1~h,I~n,cisany 
element in R and r E R is chosen such that q(y) is a unit. Then 
E(u, -bicx,) is in N for all c e R and i # h (note bi = a, . xf). Further if we 
take z = -bi cx,, x=xi and y =yi +y, + 2~7~ with q(y) = unit, then 
E(u, -bicxi) is in N for all c E R. From here, with the help of Lemma 5.3 
and Theorem 4.2, the proof is easily completed. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let 2? 3 and 5 be units, and r(V) > 7. N denotes a 
subgroup of O(V) normalized by Q(V) and A is the largest ideal such that 
l2(V,A)cN. Then 
Q(V,A)GNEF(V,A). 
ProoJ: Let a, E N. By Lemma 5.1 there exists I+U E J2( V) such that 
VW’-’ = E(u, x) E(tl, y) Q(E) 0 E N. 
Lemma 5.2 shows that E(u, x) and E(u,~l) are also in N. Hence by 
Lemma 5.4, E(u, xl E(v, y) E E(A) and so by Theorem 4.2? 
E(u, x) E(u, y) E F( V, A). Moreover, since E(u, x), E(u. y) E N, also 
@(,a) 8 E N. Then for arbitrary z E V we have 
[E(u, -z), Q(E) 0] = E(u, EC?Z -z) 
in N. By Lemma 5.4, EBZ - z E A V. Hence @(a) t9 E P( V, A). Thus we have 
q E F( V, A), i.e., N s F( V, A). This completes our proof. Q.E.D. 
Remark 1. In the equation of the definition of full ring if we can take 
always w as a unit, then Lemma 5.4 holds for r(V) = 5, 6, therefore SO does 
Theorem 5.5. 
Remark 2. If A is a semilocal ring with maximal ideals (Ai} and each 
residue class fields R/A, has at least four elements, then we can take w in 
Remark 1 as a unit. 
Remark 3. If R is connected, i.e., all idempotents are trivial, then N is a 
normal subgroup of O(V) if and only if N is normalized by Q(V). Because, 
since R is connected, for any symmetry r-t, wehavea=fl, hencerz,=lor 
7.Y * Therefore O(v) is generated by A, {@(a)} and E. From here and using 
the equation [@(E) 19, A] = @(E’) E E, where t9 fixes u and U, we have results. 
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